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About This Game

Beating A Dead Horse With A One-Trick Pony is a first-person RPG (ArtPG) with a narrative, mild melee combat, and
some platforming elements. The game is a sequel to, Jeff Koons Must Die!!!, and is set in the same destroyed museum that the
previous game ended in. The game comprises six levels and you must escape each successive area in order to progress through

the story. You will enlist the help of some old friends to help along the way and, hopefully, uncover your own path.

Some Level Themes:

Aftermath: Revel in the destruction of days past. Contemplate your actions or inaction.

The Church of Kitsch: Escape the confines of a rigid structure. Visit the church and pay respects.

Art and Commerce: Visit the opportunity hub in order to generate some currency, attend the learning annex, and apply to
exhibit at Art Basil Minneapolis. Keep an eye on your relevance though, you will need it.

Art and Celebrity: Visit a mystical land where you will learn how to become an art star. Create your own personal mythology
and acquire currency from collectors. Be careful though, you might lose yourself.

Redemption: Re-visit the past and connect with your roots. Excavate.

The Road Home: Escape the final structure and light four beacons in order to finish the game.
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Easter Eggs:
There are multiple easter eggs and hidden areas in the game. Some achievements are unlocked by finding these areas.

Mouse and Keyboard Controls:
WASD to move forward, backward, and side to side.

HOLD LEFT SHIFT and any movement key (WASD) in order to sprint.
SPACE BAR to jump.

E to interact with some objects.
RIGHT MOUSE CLICK to pick up some objects.

LEFT MOUSE CLICK to swing melee weapon/tool, when equipped.
ESCAPE KEY will bring up main menu at any time.

Gamepad Controls:
LEFT THUMBSTICK to move.

RIGHT THUMBSTICK to look around.
Hold LEFT TRIGGER while moving to sprint.

TOP FACE BUTTON to Interact (Use this when the game prompts to Press E).
BOTTOM FACE BUTTON to jump.

RIGHT TRIGGER to swing melee weapon/tool, when equipped.
BOTTOM FACE BUTTON to select menu items or select dialogue.

LEFT THUMBSTICK to navigate menu items.
SPECIAL LEFT BUTTON (menu button) to pause game and open menu at any time.

Save Game Function:
This game saves access to each level as they are completed and saves information on the last level regarding lit beacons. It does

not save location data or incremental progress (other than the beacon info). If you quit the game in the middle of a level you will
need to start over when you reload it (other than the last level).

Note from the dev:
This game was created over a year from November 2017 through November 2018. It was a very personal project that deals with

my struggles navigating the pitfalls of the art world and my realizations and epiphanies regarding the complex systems within
that world. It is a love letter as well as a Dear John letter.
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Title: Beating A Dead Horse With A One-Trick Pony
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
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Hunter Jonakin
Publisher:
Pomp Life Studios
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Storage: 6 GB available space
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beating a dead horse with a one-trick pony. beating a dead horse with a one-trick pony gameplay. beating a dead horse with a
one trick pony-skidrow

Feels like PayDay 420\/69. + Music
+ Multiple arenas
+ 3 levels of difficulty
+ Pixels graphics
There is even a story line !
Great game in general.. L4D with rats rather than zombies and with more focus on melee and better character building and
customization. The map design in this game is very good compared to most, and it's a lot of fun to play with a good challenge
progression. The grind for weapons and talents isn't bad compared to most modern games, and thus far it's been free of the
micro-transactions scourge. Relative to most games, the bots are quite intelligent, so solo play is viable, and random players in
quick play are generally friendly, if not always skilled.

I've heard that it had various issues around release, but having played for only the last few months, it's been a good experience
and I'd heartily recommend it if you enjoy cooperative FPS games.. In the immortal words of J. Jonah Jameson, "Crap, crap,
megacrap."

All gameplay consists of: "Is the light purple? press left or A. Blue? right or D. Green? Don't touch!"

I'm not exaggerating one bit. That is ALL the gameplay this piece of megacrap has to offer. It also has the gall to put up
"multiplayer"-related crap as 2 of its 6 achievements? I'd rather play pong by myself than play this nonsense.. When i bought it, i
wanted to like this game so much. I'm an avid fan of design/management games like this, such as Game Dev Tycoon, Mad
Games Tycoon, Computer Tycoon, Startup Company etc. I was sorely disappointed.

Pros:
Pretty graphics. Everything is well drawn in a pixel art style, with nice little animations.
Car bodies are based on real vehicles, with some decent research going into it.

Cons:
Design system seems lacking. It could have done with being a bit more in depth.
The gameplay simply sucks. There's no real progression, understanding how to play is really unintuitive.
It's really hard to start but really easy in the late game.
The opposition companies needs expanding.
No updates since it was was released.

This game is not the worst game i've ever bought, and i've bought some awful games. But it's definitely not great, and not worth
the money.

Go buy one of the ones i mentioned at the top, they're much better.
. Sins of a Solar Empire crossed with Supreme Commander by someone with no sense of fun or budget.

The game isn't actively bad, it is just bland and uninspired.. Worth it for achievements :') It is a luck game...I hate that ;w;
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LOVE IT so far. I haven't spent very much time in it yet but I got through the interactive tutorials and played around with it a
little bit. Seems to be a very accurate re-creation of CDJ's. I'll update my review once I've spent more time in this, but since this
is a new game without too many reviews I want to support the developers by giving some positive feedback right now.

Feedback for the developers: One feature I'd like to see added is custom avatars. I want to model my own DJ head and use it in-
game for live streams. Viewers don't have any connection with a generic floating head. Public and private avatars could be used,
similar to VR Chat. Another feature that would be great is custom maps (or rather stages). The Steam workshop could certainly
be leveraged for this. If you're wondering about handling workshop content with Unreal, you may want to speak to the devs at
Pavlov VR, who've done quite a good job with it using Unreal Engine.. Fun game, worth the money :). THis used to be available
directly from the supplier. Now it has to come through Steam and that sucks, because Steam adds CPU overhead that takes
away from the test results. Not buying this ever again while it's in Steam.
Also it just gives me a number at the end that I can't use to judge whether the results are good or bad or indifferent. It's pretty
useless for me.. VCB is ludicrous from start to finish and every aspect of it is meant to be an inside joke. The sound effects are
hilarious, the missions lack variety and vehicle handling is horrible. Then, there is the graphic design which is obvious from the
screenshots and is accompanied by weird filters to represent drunkenness. However, while the game is nerve-wracking at times,
it manages to be a short and somewhat fun experience with a few great moments of its own. As the game has nothing notable to
offer, I can’t really recommend it to everyone. But if you know beforehand what you’re getting into, VCB can entertain you for
a couple of hours.
12/10. Got this gifted.
No friends left. 10/10. 11/10 game of the year. Season DLC Pass INCLUDES NO DLC, it just gives you the microtransaction
cars for free... DO NOT BUY.
How did they even get away with this?. The price maybe a little costy, but content worth it.. Very, very, very atmospheric game.
First time i've launched in May 2016, today i decided to play in again, because a lot of updates came out in past 9 months . And
there is a lot of improvements in this game! A tons of new tiny (but very interesing) details added, making atmospheric game
more atmospheric! I suggest this game for all horror lovers :)
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